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The President’s Report
Sarah Winters, Associate Professor of English, and President of NUFA
When I put together the quiz on past issues of The NUFA News, I was
struck by the truth of the axiom “The more things change, the more they stay
the same.” Our anxieties and hopes do not change, but recur cyclically. I find
this both exhausting and weirdly reassuring as we head into another bargaining
year in a landscape with an unusual number of faculty association strikes and
the usual atmosphere of doom and despair.
I’m teaching an Honours Seminar on C.S. Lewis, author of the Narnia
series, this semester and in turning to his letters recently, I found the following
passages from 1939:
January:
"The truth is I am tired of so many things--of weather, of work, of reading, of
writing, above all of News . . . To be faced with wars and ruins is I suppose the
normal state of humanity; did any people before lie shivering under it as we
do?"
February:
"The weather is bad and looks like getting worse. I suppose war is certain
now."
May:
"I'm not a pacifist. If it's got to be, it's got to be. But the flesh is weak and
selfish and I think death would be much better than to live through another
war."
"The process of living seems to consist in coming to realise truths so ancient
and simple that, if stated, they sound like barren platitudes."
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September:
"The next few years will be ghastly, but though my nerves are often staggered, my faith and reason
are alright. I have no doubt that all this suffering will be for our ultimate good if we use it rightly . . ..
but I can't help wishing one could hibernate till it's all over!"
Lewis was a 40-year-old academic (teaching English literature at Oxford) when he wrote these words,
and while I expect a lot of what he writes here resonates with more than one of us (perhaps especially
the desire to hibernate), I was really struck by his statement that "The process of living seems to consist
in coming to realise truths so ancient and simple that, if stated, they sound like barren platitudes." I have
nothing new to say in this president’s contribution to this issue of The NUFA News that previous
presidents have not said before; while those exhortations may come to seem like platitudes, I agree
with Lewis in that they also seem like simple truths: the world is an unjust place; education is a common
good; we are stronger united than apart. The more things change, the more they stay the same.

Everything you ever wanted to know about
Engagement Courses (CEC) but were afraid to ask!

Community

A NUFA Communications Committee interview with Susan Srigley from the Department of
Religions and Cultures
Let’s start with what they are: So, Susan, tell us about CECs.
CECs are a more integrated form of Continuing Education. Instead of offering dedicated programming
or a slate of courses targeted specifically for Continuing Ed students, we are integrating them into our
existing classes. Over the last year, at the Dean’s behest, Arts and Science has launched an initiative
to invite community members into a select group of courses which seem like they would be attractive to
folks who are not formally enrolled in a degree granting program. For a relatively modest fee of $400
they get to learn alongside our enrolled students. So far, courses have been offered online and on
campus, during the Spring/Summer and the Fall/Winter sessions. Our community students don’t have
to do the assignments, which for faculty is great - all the fun of super-engaged students and none of the
work of extra grading. It’s a win-win for everyone. Each student receives a certificate of completion for
the course.
What was your experience of teaching one of these CEC courses?
I offered my second-year course, RLCT 2066 Death, Dying and Spirituality, as a CEC in the Fall term
of 2021. The course focused on spiritual needs in palliative care and social justice issues for the dying.
We explored how cultural death denial and other barriers such as racism, sexism, ageism, ableism, and
homophobia impact good end-of-life care. I had 10 community students (who officially register as
auditors), in addition to the 50 Nipissing students enrolled in the course. I think one of the keys to the
success of this integration was that I could choose how many auditors I would let in, and I think that
might vary depending on the kind of course we are offering as a community course. Among the 10 in
this class were such a broad range of people from local hospice volunteers, the hospice volunteer
coordinator at Nipissing Serenity Hospice to death doulas, retirees, even a podcaster, and a funeral
director. And they were literally from all over North America: five from across Canada and five from the
US. The course was offered synchronously on Zoom, with recordings for an asynchronous option.
The Dean’s Office has set up an easy registration system. The students registered using something
called an e-ply form through FASS. I wrote a specific welcome message to the auditors, explaining how
the course worked for them, and they received the message when they registered. After they paid for
the course, they were given access to Blackboard and voila – it was that easy.
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For me, the best part of welcoming community students was the level of engagement and the generosity
of the dialogue between the undergrads and the auditors. When we talked about access to hospice for
the unhoused, the students got to listen to someone who works at a hospice; when the conversation
revolved around dead-naming trans folks after death, we had a death doula narrate a memorial ceremony
she had done for the chosen family of a trans person.
The Nipissing students loved the engagement, and as the course went on, I realized that many of them
connected outside of the classroom and on social media as well. The auditors loved being in the virtual
classroom with young people who were open and curious and both groups really benefited from exploring
death studies together. It expanded the view for everyone.
So how did you go about promoting your course because obviously getting the word out is one
of the big challenges?
This is a great question! I have a pretty good social media network through my @death.ambassadors
Instagram account and to be honest – that’s where the cross-border students heard about the course. I
made two posts, shared teasers of content in my stories and posted a video about how the course works
for auditors. It was a great way to connect with a broader community of death workers where folks
regularly seek out educational opportunities to deepen their practice, and I was really interested to hear
from them how many appreciated the academic focus of the course lectures and readings.
Do you think other faculty members should consider opening their courses to community
engagement enrolments?
Absolutely! I think it was a wonderful way to deepen the shared learning that happens in the classroom.
It has the potential to enrich the teaching experience and the students’ learning experience and I can
imagine this being true in a whole range of courses. Given that faculty have a say over the number of
auditors, and that there is no marking involved with the extra students, I can’t see a downside. It really
was a very rewarding experience for me as well as the students.
Any stumbling blocks you think we need to address as an Institution?
Really, I think there are no limits to what we can do with this idea but what we need is specific branding
and dedicated marketing. I think that would see interest, and enrolments, soar.

*These are two Instagram posts that I used to promote my “community engagement course” in the Fall
of 2021. No promotion of this course was done by the University, other than a post on the Arts &
Science Instagram account.
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Sarah Winters interviewed Marla Arbach, CASBU Officer, and Erin
Dokis, CASBU Member-at-Large, on March 3
What follows is a transcript of the first half of the interview; the second half will be
published in the next issue of The NUFA News
What CASBU courses do you teach for Nipissing University this year, and in the past?
Erin: I teach primarily in Gender Equality and Social Justice with two first-year courses, one on Gender,
Power and Justice and the other on Anti-colonialism, and I’ve also taught the mainstream intro class for
GESJ. I teach a Summer Institute course in History, “Animating the Land: Nbisiing Nishnaabeg Histories.”
I’ve taught two Child and Family Studies courses: “Race and Racism” and “Children, Families and Social
Justice.” I’ve taught an Indigenous Studies course called “Indigenous Philosophy” and I’ve taught
University Success.
Marla: Erin, your courses sound so interesting. I wish I could take them, and I think I need to take some
of them—because those subjects weren’t even subjects when I was in school.
I started at Nipissing University in the Fall and I taught French 1106, “Introductory French,” French 2107,
“History of Francophone Literatures and Cultures,” and French 2206 “French Canadian Literature.”
What paid work do you do outside of Nipissing University?
Erin: I’m a project coordinator with Kinoomaadzwin Education Body and I do some paid consulting and
writing work for the Nipissing District Developmental Screen where I am also a volunteer board member.
I do a lot of other volunteer work both within the university and within the community.
Marla: I also teach French at Carleton University as a contract instructor and I sometimes also teach
Spanish and sometimes French or English at the Université du Québec en Outaouais. I occasionally also
do paid translating or editing of academic articles mainly written by non native-English speakers and I
edit their English.
Would you say that contract faculty need at least one other paid job just to make ends meet?
Marla: Yes, the maximum that I can work at one place is the equivalent of half-time, except it's not paid
at the equivalent of half-time of what a full-time faculty member gets. So, you're working for half a salary,
but it's even half of a lesser salary than what you are qualified for and should get paid. Even though I’m
working two half-time jobs which is the equivalent of a full-time job, I’m not earning what a full-time faculty
member is earning at any place, I’m earning much less. So, that is very frustrating to me.
Erin: Absolutely, in fact that was one of the reasons I was hesitant to take on NUFA work, because I
need to have work outside of the university, particularly in the last few years where there have been fewer
and fewer courses offered to me, so I need that time to be working elsewhere. Not only that, but
committing myself to teaching part-time (or as Marla is teaching, full-time in two part-time contracts) also
means that we are committing all of that time and energy where we don’t have benefits. We both have
skills that we could be using in jobs that pay much, much better and include benefits.
Marla: And job security.
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Why did you decide to answer the call for CASBU Officer / CASBU Member-at-large?
Erin: I’ve been at the university for fifteen years in support staff, administrative, and now faculty positions:
for the first half of that time in the Office of Indigenous Initiatives, and then more recently in the last seven
years on the faculty side. So, I was hesitant at first to take on the work when Gyllie [Phillips] called me
because, like I said, I need work outside of teaching. Even at the maximum number of courses that I’m
allowed to teach, two and two, that pays me less than $30,000 a year. I can’t live on that; I can’t pay the
rent on that. So, although NUFA does their best to offer payment for the work that you do, it’s obviously
not enough to help me pay my bills.
The second thing, given the precarity of my teaching work, I was really hesitant to draw any negative
attention to myself given my perception that union work is, while very rewarding and supportive on the
inside, quite adversarial when it is outward facing. In other words, when dealing with power structures at
the university, I had some fear about the precarity of my position and what it could mean if my voice was
speaking louder than it has in the past.
But after a few phone calls with Gyllie I was convinced this could be good work. Gyllie assured me that
the CASBU folks are really protected within the Executive and in terms of grievance. In the last seven
years, being a part-time faculty member can be really lonely work. I don’t have an office that I can be at
every day and have conversations in the hallway. For the most part I come to campus and I teach my
class and I go home. I guess I’m lucky to live in a city where I teach. I have very supportive colleagues
and am invited to participate in department meetings (unpaid of course) and am invited to social events.
I also know that this is not true for all CASBU members. Some of them never end up on campus and
never have relationships with their colleagues. There is also the stigma of being a CASBU member that
I would like to push against.
I have devoted over twenty years of my life to this institution, the institution that sits on my people’s
traditional and treaty territory. My family has devoted many more years to it. Both my siblings and many
of my cousins are graduates of Nipissing University, both my parents are graduates of Nipissing
University, and my dad [Terry Dokis] spent thirty years of his career at Nipissing University. He built the
Indigenous Studies department from the ground up. So, it's disheartening for me that the institution does
not seem to be at all interested in making that kind of commitment to me. It's telling to me that I have not
been offered a full-time position, given the kind of commitment and work that I have been doing for the
last 20 years.
But having said that, the people that have always been very supportive of me and have fought for me
have always been faculty members. I want to continue the good work that I've been doing for this
university that I have committed my life to, that I care so much about, and that is on my treaty territory.
And I want to give back through the union, because it's always been faculty members that have been so
supportive of me. So that decision to say yes came from deciding that I would insert myself into
conversations and have my voice heard.
Marla: I love that answer! My answer is different. So, I grew up in a union family. My dad is a retired high
school teacher and they have a really strong union. I remember in grade eight they went on strike and I
learned about union work from my dad and my mom who is a founding member of the association of parttime professors at the University of Ottawa. She has been active in her union since I was born. I guess it
was natural that I became interested in unions.
I participated in a strike when I was an undergraduate TA at McMaster, and I participated in a failed union
drive when I was a PhD student at Queen’s. Later, I worked for a summer in the union at the University
of Ottawa association of part-time professors. I first became a union rep at Carleton and served twice on
their union, then came here and saw the email saying that there was an opening on the union. I saw that
and noted it with interest, but I didn't really think I should take on something new with my first term,
teaching four classes, two here and two at Carleton.
But then you guys really helped me out in my first week and even before I started when there was an
issue with my courses and I came to the union. Angela responded to me immediately, and I really
appreciated your help. So that convinced me to put my name in for the position.
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I also was a union member when I was a staff member at the University of Ottawa and I had a harassment
complaint against my supervisor. I was at my wit’s end and was being harassed by my supervisor, and I
called the union and they said we believe you. I was extremely relieved. And they said they were going
to help me and they did. I wrote up my complaint myself and I submitted it, but they were there with me
during the process which took a year and a half to resolve. I won, by the way, and he had to leave the
university. A union really helped me out at that time, and then you guys really helped me out in the fall, so
I really appreciate the work that unions do.
I saw the opportunity and said even though I’m new at Nipissing, I’ve done this before and so maybe this
is a job that I can do.

Sarah Winters interviewed Dr. Jonathan Pitt regarding his decision
to take on the responsibility of Indigenous Advisor to NUFA
Dr. Jonathan Pitt is of mixed First Nations ancestry and resides in both the Traditional
Territories of Nbisiing (North Bay) and Aundeck Omni Kaning First Nation. Dr. Pitt has
worked as a consultant with First Nations communities and Indigenous committees in
both Education and the Arts at the provincial level as well as in the media on Indigenous
cultural and spiritual topics. Dr. Pitt has been an Indigenous educator for over 20 years
as both a FASBU and CASBU Member, teaching in the Schulich School of Education
in the mainstream B.Ed., Indigenous Teacher Education Program (ITEP) and Teacher
of Indigenous Languages as a Second Language Program (TILSL), the Faculty of Arts
& Science in Indigenous Studies, and the K-12 environment.
Sarah Winters: Boozhoo Jonathan, and miigwech for granting me this interview.
Do you remember your first reactions when you saw that NUFA was advertising
the position of Indigenous Advisor to NUFA?
I remember my initial reaction when I read the ad, in all honesty it was a true mix of emotions. I was very
happy to see that NUFA was taking a leadership role with Indigenization, I flip back to then, it brought a
smile to my face and I remember thinking whomever does this role is going to be on a journey with a great
deal of work involved given how western-leaning universities are by their very nature. I also mentioned it
was a mix of emotions, I also felt sadness and optimism. Sadness because I thought if my parents were
alive still, they would be very interested in hearing more about this. My father was Indigenous and one of
my best teachers, he never went to university and grew up with very little, in the foster care systems of
the 1950’s and 1960’s he experienced a great deal of trauma and never pursued an education, despite
that, he believed the best way for me in life was to get an education.
My father taught me, not in a westernized schoolhouse teacher method, often he didn’t say anything, he
just did and I observed, then later he asked me to lead. I also mentioned optimism, seeing the ad gave
me hope, not for myself but for the generations of Indigenous students and faculty that will come to
Nipissing, perhaps this position, I thought, will make things better for them.
Why did you decide to apply for that position?
There’s no short answer to this question and I’m not being cute here as to me this is needed important
work and I approached the role as such. I thought this has to be done very carefully and keeping many
items moving at once simultaneously while being true to the Sacred Traditional Grandfather Teachings. I
thought about it for a long time about how this role could be done and after looking at the landscape as a
whole and my own beliefs, I decided to apply.
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I’ve learned a lot from you over the last eight months and I think the most important lesson I’ve
learned is how everything that comes under the term “Indigenization” has to start with the
building of relationships, and continue with the nurturing of relationships. Is this the most
important lesson you want members of NUFA to learn?
In the westernized world, we are caught up in the rat race. We spend a great deal of time focused on less
and less human contact and more on human constructs like money, everything is a drive towards control
and efficiency. I don’t know if that’s good for our Spirits. We want to control everything, all aspects of
controlling our entertainment choices to voicing our opinions on social media. We want everything done
quickly, so we can do what exactly I’m not sure, another “like” on a smartphone app I guess. Indigenous
ways are not like this, if you are making a traditional item in Indigenous culture, it takes time and patience
and it doesn’t happen in an hour, sometimes it takes days and days to complete. It forces you to slow
down, to be present and connect with something bigger than the transactional nature of commodities we
exist in. It is the relationship with the plant who gives us medicine, the animal who gave itself for our
moccasins, all our relations. The same is true with people, quick emails with requests for heavy lifting
doesn’t walk the talk of respect, it is too common in today’s world and often is not the way we do things
in Indigenous communities.
You have a long personal and professional history with Nipissing University. You are
Indigenization Advisor to NUFA but if you were Indigenization Advisor to Nipissing University,
what would you advise?
Long and personal history is a way of saying I’ve been around Nipissing University since I was an
undergraduate student, shortly after Nipissing University started officially (received its charter) in 1992. I
decided to come to Nipissing almost 30 years ago now because I wanted to continue doing my traditional
practices on the land and going somewhere that was concrete and sitting in gridlocked highways didn’t
appeal to me, it still doesn’t. I’ve seen a lot of change in this time, as an undergrad and graduate student,
then as a FASBU member and for the past decade as a CASBU member. If I was an advisor to the
university, I think my institutional memory would be helpful. The university has had a great number of
amazing Indigenous people work to make Nipissing what it is over the years, such as Terry Dokis, Laurie
Robinson, George Swanson, the late Muriel Sawyer, all were role models for me, mentored me or gave
me opportunities and I will always be grateful to them along with allies for Indigenous people such as Dr.
Ron Common, Chris Hachkowski, Dr. Carmen Shields, the late Dr. Bob Surtees, the late Dr. John Long
and the late Dr. Kris Kirkwood who all supported me in so many ways. It is that support of Indigenous
students and young faculty that makes this university special. I think continuing that in various forms is
important, not only for Indigenous students and faculty but also for the health of the university, which
resides on the traditional territory and homeland of Nipissing First Nation. The university is uniquely
situated due to its geographic location but it is also unique in that it serves a broad Indigenous community.
It is common to have students from Indigenous homelands from all across Turtle Island within the courses
I teach, this is unique and allows for exchange of knowledge you would not find in other settings.
Time and place are also important. It is time to look at hiring more Indigenous scholars and give them
spaces whether it be teaching lodges or what they need to do their teaching and work in Indigenous ways,
not the traditional university way. More Indigenous people are needed at Nipissing. There’s a lot of work
to be done ahead, Indigenous scholars voices are crucial in the long-term.
What’s a question you wish I would have asked you in this interview, but didn’t, and what would
your answer be?
When I think about this question of a question, I thought about Obwandiyag sometimes spelled
Obwaandi'eyaag (aka Pontiac) whom my traditional territory is named in honour after. He brought together
different Indigenous groups and even went against his own chief, to push back against colonialism. Which
leads me to the question of a question.
Question: What’s the biggest challenge facing universities and by association Canadian society in the
next decade and beyond?

Democratic Decolonization. Valuing differences amongst Indigenous Peoples. Many people both nonIndigenous and Indigenous people have to decolonize their minds. I know some of my settler friends and
family who see this as a process or behaviour pattern, a way of being instead of just a “we did this and it
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is done now” view with Reconciliation. They understand that they directly benefit from historical and
ongoing colonialism. They see how the colonial government defines race for Indigenous peoples, who is
First Nation and who is non-status Indigenous based upon hostile legislation and narrowly defined case
law in adversarial settler courts. Many Indigenous people, also need to decolonize as they have
internalized the colonial thinking that upholds this divide and conquer status-quo. A focus on Indigenous
language and culture, such as knowledge systems/traditional ecological knowledge, Akinoomaage or
land as teacher and Spirituality I believe are important to push back against the dominant settler cultures
and help to guard against assimilation.
Baamaapii
Baamaapii, Jonathan, and miigwech!

Outdoor Teaching: An interview with Four Faculty Members
This past fall several faculty traded in their computer-in-bedroom setups to instead meet with students
out of doors. For Nipissing faculty who teach through Nishnaabeg pedagogies being on the land is
essential; they have always taught outside. What happened this past fall was a particular experiment,
conducted under pandemic conditions and led by the
Teaching Hub and the Dean of Arts and Science, in
broadening outdoor teaching and beta-testing a possible
future outdoor classroom. Your intrepid reportorial team at
the NUFA News wanted to find out how it went.
We got feedback from four faculty members. Gyllie Phillips;
David Borman, who taught Environmental Ethics; Jamie
Murton, who was helped by colleagues Toivo Koivokoski,
Jeff Dech, TA Maxwell Peacock, and Elder John Sawyer;
and Derek Neal. There was broad agreement on many
points: no one thought the outdoor classroom as
configured worked very well, and everyone agreed that
there was something wonderful about getting outside.
What follows is everyone’s comments, edited for length.

Gyllie Phillips's Literature on the Land class meeting
at the shelter on the North Bay waterfront. Darlene
McLeod is leading the drumming.

Why did you decide to take part in the outdoor teaching experiment?
Gyllie: Partly, outdoor teaching was inspired by the pandemic since it was the only way to be face-toface with students and not be wearing masks. But also, I have been taking classes outside for years
now, and I find that it generates an almost magical transformation in students’ attention and energy. The
main element I wanted to add to the study of literature about land this time around was a focus on the
land itself as a teacher. To that end, I invited an Anishinaabe Elder, Larry Shabogesic McLeod, to speak
with the students and share knowledge and stories. Larry and his partner Darlene generously joined our
class on a regular basis.
David: Truth be told, I jumped at the chance to get back in front of students, without the distraction of
trying to manage a hybrid format.

What worked well?
David: In the normal classroom format, I have a tendency to absorb too much of our time with lecture
material aimed at illustrating skills of detail-oriented, argumentative analysis. The outdoor format forced
me be much more focused and disciplined about what I wanted to convey to the students about the
content: I prepared a handout for each meeting, and was clear with students that they wouldn't need to
take notes beyond that; and the handout also served, for the most part, as my only lecture notes. The
result was a really good, seminar format -- more student-driven, and with lots of good discussion.
Gyllie: I learned to teach in a completely new way. One of the many things that stays with me is Larry’s
idea of “consented, tactile learning”: when our whole selves are engaged, we are most open to learning
and that learning stays with us.
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Jamie: Everything worked well, even the things that didn’t work well, because that was part of the
learning for me. I told the students at the start of the class that any problems we might encounter with
the outdoor classroom would help us to think about how we could bring nature more into our daily lives
(and how we could not). One day we were driven inside by a heavy rainstorm; this became an opportunity
to reflect on how our ordered, scheduled, hyper-efficient lives demanded controllable spaces to make
them work. Another thing that worked was the forest. I split the class between lectures and outdoor
classes. Toivo, Jeff, and Elder John Sawyer generously took us out into the forest to teach us about the
relationship between people and the plants and animals of the forest as they understood it. Their
teachings then drove class discussions. And everyone loved getting out into the woods.
Derek: When the weather was good, which was most of the time, we moved the very small class out
into the open air (not using the tent). It was nice to be in the sunshine and fresh air.

What did not work well?
Derek: I found there was no advantage to the tent, visually or acoustically. The open air setting in the
courtyard had problems due to ambient noise and the difficulty of voice projection; the students could
hear me, but they could not hear each other.
David: I didn’t use the outdoor classroom. Also, while the course ended up with seminar-sized
enrollment, the cap would have permitted more than twice that many students, and I can't imagine how
it would have worked with 30 students. We met on the steps around the pond, which makes a nice, very
small amphitheatre-style setting, and around the new bonfire pit that Toivo arranged at the top of the hill.
Neither of those spaces would be workable for more than 10-12 people.

Would you teach outdoors again, and if so, how would you do things differently?
David: Definitely. The outdoor course was the highlight of my year.
Derek: I don't think I would teach outdoors again unless something were different in the setup to address
the difficulties, or unless there were a strong pedagogical reason to do so.
Jamie: I am teaching outside again in fall 2022!
Gyllie: Oh yes, for sure. I am planning to teach the same course in September of 2022, very much
hoping that Larry will join me again. Ideally, what I would love to see is for Nipissing to create a purposebuilt outdoor classroom. Making sure it is accessible for those who have limited mobility, we could include
a fire pit in the middle and also ensure that it is surrounded by green space. Wouldn’t that be a fabulous
asset all round for our University?

Old News: A NUFA News Quiz
What’s your institutional memory like? Just for fun, take this quiz on passages taken from previous
issues of The NUFA News, from 2010 to 2016. Award yourself 1 point for guessing the year the
passage was written and 1 point for guessing who wrote it. Answers on p. 14.
There are no prizes, only smugness and boasting rights.
1. DEAR “ACADEMIC ADVISOR”
What is “blended learning”?
STUDIOUS READER
Like blended whisky – alas! – it’s what you turn to when the money for the real thing is gone.
2. CAUT urges all Faculty Associations where deficits and various cutbacks are being announced by
University administrations to ask the following questions.
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Is there a crisis? Demand to look at the books
If there is a crisis. What are the causes?
What are appropriate solutions?
3. At Nipissing, over the last few years, the academic value of the library has been eroded on almost
every front—from donor agreements, to governance, to collections. Perhaps the most symbolic
was the naming of the library after a former Ontario premier in exchange for a fraction of the total
cost of the building, without any consultation of the primary users of the library, students and
faculty. Indeed, this decision could prove to be costly in the long run since it may be one of the
contributing factors to our 5% drop in applications.
4. I had occasion to attend the Nipissing University Board of Governors meeting . . . There were
guests/observers (of which I was one of about six) who were not acknowledged or made to feel
welcome in any way. (We quietly made our way through the room and found a free chair, where we
could, away from the board table.) Why wouldn’t the Board of a publicly-funded institution recognize
those individuals who represent a number of constituent groups (e.g. faculty, staff, students, the
public or the press), and who have taken the time and interest to attend?
5. I must admit just two years ago I had never quite imagined myself as the NUFA President. So as I
write, reflecting on the tumultuous summer I’ve had since beginning the job on July 1, I’m compelled
to ask myself: how did this happen? The answer is simple. It is the people.
6. We are inextricably bound by treaties, and cannot ignore them. In North Bay, we can’t ignore the
Robinson treaties of 1850. Our university’s main campus is located on the traditional territory of the
Nipissing First Nation (NFN). The Robinson treaties of 1850 were the first in what we now call Ontario
whereby aboriginal peoples – the Anishnaabeg (Nipissing dialect, plural form of Anishnaabe) - were
“assured that they would have continued use of all of the lands to be covered by treaty - with the
possible exception of small tracts needed for mining.” They were the first treaties in our province
premised on the understanding that settlers or newcomers would somehow be “expected to co-exist
with aboriginal people, rather than try to displace them.” \
7. The AGM will also see the tabling of a motion to raise the NUFA mil rate (your association dues).
NUFA has the lowest mil rate of all certified associations in Ontario and among the lowest in Canada.
Yet, Nipissing University is growing in size and complexity and to adjust requires additional funding
to meet membership needs. The vast majority of new funds derived from a raise in the mil rate will
go to hiring an office coordinator to assist in handling NUFA business. Your support on this initiative
is very important for our future.
8. [T]he Collective Bargaining Committee surveyed the membership to learn their views on various
issues related to the upcoming negotiations. Of FASBU’s current 194 members, 143 participated in
the survey, with the proportions of gender and academic rank of survey participants mirroring the
proportions in the membership. For all members surveyed, job security was the highest priority,
followed by increased compensation, retirement packages, and benefits.
9. In our press release following the news that 22 faculty members will not be returning to Nipissing in
September, we called the cuts unprecedented. We were not exaggerating. With rumours now
circulating that they are going after part-time instructors (cutting the part-time budget by 8 to 10%),
we have a pressing and astonishing need to remind our administrators that Nipissing is a university
and universities offer courses to students. Students like to have some choice, and likely base their
decision on whether to attend one university or another on the kind of choices that are made available
to them. This isn’t rocket science. We don’t offer that.
10. DEAR “ACADEMIC ADVISOR”
I’m thinking of using clickers in my class. Is this a good idea?
STUDIOUS READER
Through another kind of clicking, the “Academic Advisor” has found a study that suggests yes, this
is a good idea. Clickers are said to be related to an “active learning approach” which, the
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“Academic Advisor” presumes, stands in opposition to not bothering to try to learn anything at all.
Of these two choices, the former apparently produces better results.
11. We Belong at Nipissing is a poster and social media campaign featuring the members of the
Nipissing University Faculty Association’s Contract Academic Staff Bargaining Unit (NUFA and
CASBU). Times are tough in the post-secondary sector, and it is toughest for contract faculty at
universities across North America. We are paid the least; we have minimal job security; we have
limited access to development funds, office space, and other resources including benefits and
pensions.
12. I know that right now, folks are weary. So much has been going on this past year and the effects
are enough to crush morale among faculty and turn us all into cynics.
13. The Nipissing University Joint Health & Safety Committee would like to remind everyone that
switching from default fonts (Arial) to Century Gothic will cut down on the amount of ink used (save
money) and go green!

Photos From the NUFA Winter Social Held Outdoors on March
5, 2022.

April James, Toivo Koivukoski and Sarah Winters at the NUFA Winter Social
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Roza Hatef, Sarah Winters, and Susan Srigley roast marshmallows on the fire while Jamie Murton watches

NUFA President Sarah Winters with NUFA Vice President Natalya Brown
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Robin Alex McDonald and Wendy Peters enjoy a hot beverage.

Jamie Murton and Kirsten Greer
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Answers to the Old News quiz on Pages 9 to 11.
1. Academic Advisor, 2014
2. Roman Brozowski, 2012
3. Gyllie Phillips, 2011
4. Angela Fera, 2016
5. Susan Srigley, 2015
6. John Long, 2014
7. Todd Horton, 2010
8. Natalya Brown, 2015
9. Rob Breton, 2015
10. Academic Advisor, 2012
11. Rhiannon Don, 2014
12. Susan Srigley, 2014
13.Gyllie Phillips, 2010. [Please note: the Gyllie Phillips of 2022 has absolutely no idea what this was
supposed to mean.]

